PL ASTI C RECYCL ING
Serving New Jersey growers and all nearby States

Contact: Tel: (908) 848-0583 ask for Edward
E-mail: CEplasticrecyclinginc@gmail.com

CLEANER AIR, CLEANER WATER, CLEANER LAND and CLEANER LIVGING!
our recycling program. All plastics that we collect will NEVER see a LANDFILL. All plastics will be recycled
and made into new items.
We accept all LDPE plastics:
-Drip tape

all colors)

-Peat moss bags
-Silo covers
-Hay bale covers

Also accept:
-Pots only PP/ HDPE/ LDPE
(Separated by type of Plastic)
-Trays only PP/ HDPE/ LDPE
(Separated by type of Plastic)

This is where you can do your part to recycle and prevent plastic from going to waste!
Please prepare the plastics as follows:
1) Please shake off the plastics remove all the contaminants such as soil, plant material,
twine,stones/ rocks and anything that is not the plastic itself.
2)
together If the Agricultural LDPE plastics and drip tape are not baled the price is slightly higher.
(
3) Avoid exposing plastics to sunlight if possible, as sunlight will degrade the material. If the
materials cannot be stored indoors, please cover them with a sheet of plastic or tarp.
4) Keep the material as dry and clean as possible. Wet plastic will cost more due to the heavier
weight of the moisture in the plastic.
We will need to see good photos or do an onsite inspection of the material. Any plastic delivered
that is prepared or not the quailty as described may be rejected and sent back to the growers.
(Please call to schedule a drop off time and for exact address. We are located in Atlantic County)
We accept drop-offs from growers or deliveries from third-party companies. Otherwise we can
arrange for a pick-up.
Please contact us if you have any questions or to discuss tipping fee and delivery pricing.
-Monday – Sunday
9am – 8pm

